
Wireless Media is a dynamic, innovative Serbian IT company. We design and develop 
our own web and mobile IT solutions, and partner with some of the most recognizable 
mobile brands and leading telecoms, in the Balkans and the Middle East. Our company 
culture encourages creativity and promotes leadership, entrepreneurship and audacity. 
We are constantly looking for people to join the company and take part in development 
of innovative solutions based on the latest technologies.

We have a job opening for the position of

Junior Quality Assurance (QA) Analyst/Tester

We are looking for junior QA analyst/tester to join our Agile development environment
and engage with the execution and reporting of tests, using appropriate testing tools
and techniques and conforming to agreed process standards.

You will be:

 Executing given tests and test scripts under supervision
 Analyzing and reporting test activities and results
 Updating and reporting issues into bug tracking tool and work with software 

developers to resolve issues
 Generating test cases
 Developing an understanding of the role of testing within software development

You should have:

 Some understanding of software development process
 Analytical and research skills
 A passion for high quality
 A detail-oriented person
 Willingness to learn

It will be considered advantage if you have:

 Experience with manual testing 
 Experience with cross-platform functional testing solutions and frameworks
 Some Experience with Java or PHP programming language
 Understanding of object-oriented programming



 Some scripting skills (JavaScript or Perl or similar)
 Some understanding of relational databases

In return we offer:

 Full-time employment and competitive salary
 A chance to work with the latest web technologies and take part in complex, 

innovative projects
 Very attractive work environment in Belgrade, at the prime location
 Extensive training and courses, clear development and career path

If you are interested to join our team you should send us examples of your
resume at  posao@wm.rs

We will contact shortlisted candidates only.
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